
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

How It Started? 

Lab Express is a global name in lab and industry chemicals. It has 

been active in the industry since 1998 and has partnered with 

Fortune 500 companies. Lab Express came in touch with FATbit 

Technologies to ensure that manufacturers and firms making 

chemicals related searches are able to reach its website. 

Key Results 

How We Went About It? - Project Approach 

In-depth market research was essential as manufacturing 

firms in need of chemicals followed different approach during 

web searches. Our marketing team started work with website 

analysis report, competitor analysis and industry study. It was 

followed by report submission in which areas of improvement 

in website design were suggested. 

 Detailed SEO reports highlighted steps to be taken to improve 

search engine performance. 

 Suggested creation of landing pages for better keyword 

targeting 

 Inclusion of more relevant content for keyword targeting 

 Suggested frequent content updations for better indexing 

 Coordinated with Lab Express to identify chemical products and 

services that have good market demand 

 Optimized such chemicals for the website to bring more clients 

 

All the targeted 25 Keywords are on first page 

Increase In 

Non-Branded 
Traffic 

137% 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Specific chemicals in demand targeted during SEO 

processes and the same brought visitors to the client's 

website 

 More bulk order placements 

 Increase in page views and visits 

 More visits from outside US as well 

 

Our Hard Work Paid Off - Achievements 

Is your website struggling to achieve such impressive milestones? Do you wish the 

same results for your website too? FATbit SEO services will improve your website's 

performance by opening doors for brand new SEO driven traffic that will aid 

conversions and revenue generation. 

Your website will reach its full potential and generate maximum returns for you and 

your business. 

With right SEO implementation, a website can benefit greatly from search engine 

traffic. Seasoned FATbit experts will bridge the gap between your website and 

success. Get in touch to discuss your project and hear what we can do to help your 

website reach its full potential. 

What We Are Really Proud Of? - Milestones 

 Impressed from our professionalism and expertise, Lab 

Express also chose us for website maintenance work. 

 Presently, Lab Express is one of our premium clients 

availing SEO services for the last 1.5 years. 


